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The fission processThe fission process
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-to improve the efficiency 
of nuclear power reactors: 
some fission product yields 
are known with too low 
accuracy 

- to improve the theory of 
fission:                                                     
the fission models need 
experimental values to be 
compared with, in 
particularly in the heavy 
fission products region

- for many nuclear 
applications which use 
yield data bases: these are 
not always concordant.

The fission processThe fission process
needs to be still investigated:



The recoilThe recoil--mass spectrometer mass spectrometer 
LohengrinLohengrin



Mass yieldsMass yields
Determine the mass yields => Determine the probability to obtain a 

fragment with a nuclear mass A by reaction. 

Lohengrin spectrometer

Ionization chamber



Mass yieldsMass yields

Kinetic energy and ionic charge distribution of 239Pu(nth,f)



Isotopic yieldsIsotopic yields
Determine the isotopic yields => Determine the probability to obtain a 

fragment with a nuclear mass A and a nuclear charge Z by reaction. 

Experimental device

Determination byDetermination by
γγ--SpectrometrySpectrometry



Isotopic yieldIsotopic yield

Example of γ-spectrum from 241Pu(nth,f) spectrum



ExperimentsExperiments

Yields already measured:
Part of mass yields of 235U(nth,f) and 239Pu(nth,f)

Part of isotopic yields of 241Pu(nth,f)
Next experiment:

Isotopic yields of 239Pu(nth,f)
Mass yields of 241Am(2nth,f)


